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*IIC 427 Abstract

Interoperability of software programs is associated with competition and innovation. This has
resulted in exceptions to copyright protection for software interfaces and intervention by
competition authorities. Despite this, the hidden and unreadable nature of machine code and
the limitations of reverse engineering have given a much stronger protection than is normally
associated with copyright. This article reviews the theoretical and empirical justifications for
interoperability. Then, against the backdrop of the prevailing uncertainty pending the decision
of the ECJ in the case of SAS Institute Inc v. World Programming Ltd, the author analyses the
development of the law on the status of software interfaces in Europe and the USA. The
effectiveness of compulsory disclosure of interoperability information under the “exceptional
circumstances” test is considered but the shortcomings of this approach are identified. The
possibility of relaxing the restriction on dissemination of interface information is proposed.

I. Introduction

Two main legal devices exist to enable interoperability between software packages: the Software
Directive1 and Art. 102 TFEU. The Software Directive provides for software to be protected by
literary copyright but permits reverse engineering for the purposes of interoperability. The protection
afforded to interfaces has been considered most recently by Advocate General Bot in his Opinion2

delivered following the referral to the ECJ of the case of SAS Institute Inc v. World Programming Ltd. 3

Although the Directive applies to all computer programs, there are practical limitations as the Directive
does not mandate the disclosure of interface details, and upgrades can defeat reverse engineering.
The second relief is that afforded under Art. 102 TFEU. However this is only available where the
supplier is dominant and the refusal to disclose interface information amounts to an abuse. While this
does mandate disclosure, it is an ex-post remedy and runs into arguments that the compulsory
licensing of intellectual property rights (IPRs) can reduce incentives to innovate.

*IIC 428 There are serious shortcomings in both approaches, and neither ensures a workable
solution. The order for disclosure of interface information in Microsoft v. Commission 4 and recent
merger cases assists those particular markets. The opinion of the Advocate General in SAS Institute
is welcome, but it did not address all of the relevant aspects, and it does not help to encourage or
mandate the disclosure of the interface information. While interface information remains effectively
hidden, proprietary software companies benefit from a stronger protection than would normally be
provided by copyright. Although reverse engineering, the voluntary disclosure of interface information,
or the use of standards can and do assist, lack of interoperability and lock-in exists in many important
areas, increasing cost and reducing competition.
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II. Reverse Engineering

The Software Directive gives literary copyright protection to “the expression in any form of a
computer program” 5 while recognising that the “function of a computer program is to communicate
and work together with other components of a computer system and with users”.6 For this to happen a
particular piece of software must interoperate with other pieces of software. One way of achieving
this is to “read” the interface of the software; however, the software user cannot see the rules and
codes of the software in the same way that the reader of a book can see the text of the book. To gain
this information he needs to take steps which would otherwise be reserved to the rightholder.

The Directive has explicit exceptions to enable this to happen. These exceptions do not require the
rightholder's consent and cannot be contracted out of. The exceptions include the right to make a
back-up copy and “to observe, study or test the functioning of the program in order to determine the
ideas and principles which underlie any element of the program”.7 This latter exception is known as
“black box” analysis and is not limited to interoperability. When black box analysis is insufficient to
achieve interoperability, reverse engineering is permitted if, in order to achieve interoperability of an
independently created computer program with other programs, it is necessary to reproduce the code
and translate its form.8 This converts the machine readable object code, which is the version normally
supplied to the public, back into a higher level language, resembling the original source code which
can be read by humans.

This exception is subject to certain conditions which emphasise that the exception can only be used
to achieve interoperability, and not to create a *IIC 429 computer program substantially similar in its
expression,9 or for any other act which infringes copyright. This exception allows for the decompilation
of the object code, in other words the user is allowed to look at and understand the basic building
blocks of the program.

The social welfare benefits of reverse engineering have been described as complicated and
ambiguous.10 Reverse engineering provisions did not appear in the first draft of the Software
Directive and were only inserted after a battle between various factions of the software industry and
user representatives.11 Unfortunately the hard won provisions on reverse engineering have severe
practical limitations, and they do not always give a complete answer to the problem of interoperability.
12

In its decision on Microsoft, the Commission found as a matter of fact that reverse engineering would
not constitute a viable solution for companies wanting to compete in the work group server operating
system market.13 The volume of interfaces that would have to be reverse engineered in a program as
large as Windows would require considerable effort with uncertain prospect of success. The viability
of products developed using reverse engineering depends on the rightholder not altering its software
so that it is no longer compatible with the new software developed by reverse engineering. Such
alterations frequently occur when upgrades are issued. Reverse engineering is an inherently unstable
basis for a business model. The Commission's decision referred to software developed by reverse
engineering by *IIC 430 the Samba group. More than two years after Windows 2000 had appeared
on the market, the Samba software still had severe shortcomings.14 Also, software developed by
Novell to interface with Windows NT was not compatible with Windows 2000. Microsoft would not
release vital interface information to Novell, but used the lack of interoperability to discourage
customers from using Novell's product.15 In the more recent decision on the merger of Intel
Corporation and McAfee Inc.16 the market investigation revealed that most respondents considered
that reverse engineering Intel's CPUs would take months if not years, be prohibitively expensive, and
still be incomplete and vulnerable to subsequent changes to the CPU.17

During the formation of the Directive there was recognition that while it is technically possible to
decompile a program, doing so is lengthy, costly and inefficient.18 However at the time it was said that
“the problem of access to information may have to be addressed by other means which are outside
the scope of the Directive”.19 One efficient solution is for the parties to voluntary disclose information
on agreed terms.

III. Voluntary Disclosure and Standards

There may be good reasons why firms, even competitors in the same market, disclose interoperability
information to each other when they would not share other IPRs. Indeed the voluntary exchange of
this information is common practice. In network markets, suppliers often make interface information
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available to encourage adoption of their system. This practice was recognised in Microsoft, and the
fact that Microsoft had supplied the information for the purpose of encouraging the adoption of its
work group operating system was considered of relevance. The need for interoperability has spawned
new companies whose raisons d'#tre are to provide software which allows software from competing
suppliers to interoperate. Voluntary disclosure is however far from universal, always at the gift of the
rightholder and at present is not an adequate solution.

Furthermore, standards do not provide a complete answer, particularly for complex software. One
example of this is 3D Computer Aided Design (3D CAD) software. In this market, standards for data
interchange do exist, including STEP, probably the most promising solution. STEP is an ISO standard
for the exchange of product model data which has developed *IIC 431 independently of the software
suppliers. Standards such as STEP do allow for some data exchange between users and can reduce
the legacy problem, but the information exchanged is frequently incomplete. For example the STEP
files frequently open in non-native CAD applications as surfaces rather than solids, and vital history
tree information is often missing.20 The lack of adequate standards has encouraged the development
of software companies specialising in software to provide interoperability, but their success in
providing a technical solution or being affordable to all users is mixed. Less than 33% of engineering
companies surveyed used a third-party translator, and of those only 45% indicated that they get the
results they want with these applications better than 75% of the time.21

IV. Compulsory Licensing

The shortcomings in the Directive could be overcome by requiring the supplier to disclose the
interface information. This was the nature of the order in Microsoft under Art. 102 TFEU (then Art. 82
EU) in response to the finding by the ECJ that Microsoft had abused its dominant position by failing to
disclose interface information. The wisdom to date has been that this would involve a compulsory
licence of IPRs which could be detrimental to the incentive to innovate.22

Competition law and IPRs have the same goals - to maximise both allocative efficiency (cheaper
products with less resources) and dynamic efficiency (superior products) - but there is conflict in the
way they operate.

There is a view that markets are superior to any form of intervention including competition law,23 but
IPRs are themselves inherently a form of intervention intended to encourage innovation and
subsequent competition. The IPR regime is not ideal as neither patents nor copyright are a good fit for
software. In the case of copyright, the term of protection bears no resemblance to the useful life of
software. Copyright is a “weak” protection intended for literary and artistic expression that is normally
exposed to *IIC 432 numerous competing expressions in an imperfect market.24 Software is
functional in nature and most rights protected by copyright (for example the text of a book) are
available to the world, but software codes are not visible to the user of the software. Reverse
engineering is required to make the software code available. As the imperfect intervention of IPR
already exists, consideration should be given as to whether market forces can be relied on to give
optimum conditions, or whether further intervention, for example in the form of competition law, is
necessary to prevent harm to consumers.

The use of Art. 102 to regulate the disclosure of interface information has the virtue that its limitations
are well recognised when it comes to encouraging innovation. In other ways, however, its use is
undesirable. It is ex post and prone to error. The limits of competition law were acknowledged in the
seminal article of similar name by Frank Easterbrook.25 The shortcomings of the attempts by
competition law to deliver an economic ideal by participants lacking essential information were
recognised. Easterbrook cautioned against over enforcement of competition law as the courts' false
positive errors, which become law and are followed in later cases, are likely to take longer to correct
than false negatives. “… judicial errors that tolerate baleful practices are self-correcting, while
erroneous condemnations are not”.26

Accordingly any approach that encourages courts to reduce the protection afforded by IPRs, and the
encouragement to innovation they provide, should be carefully scrutinised.

V. Creative Destruction

Interface information provides interoperability. Without interoperability markets are likely to exhibit
network effects.27 Innovation, if it happens, may take the form of the “gale of creative destruction” 28
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rather than evolution.

Markets with products that have incompatible standards tend, after a period of intense competition, to
have one single firm emerge dominant. As one *IIC 433 firm entices more developers and
consumers to its standard the market may “tip”.29 It is argued that technological innovation in the new
economy markets is so rapid that no market leader, even with strong network effects, can defend
itself against new market entrants with “killer applications” meaning that “serial monopolies” are the
norm with competition “for the market” rather than “within the market”.30 It is however possible that a
firm may win the de facto standards battle, not on merit but with the help of a few tactical antitrust
violations, and then hold the market for a long time.31

This “winner-takes-all” model means that entering the market is very risky. The new entrant has to
secure strong economies of scale and network effects to enable it to “leapfrog” the former market
leader. This makes investing in possible new entrants very risky and deters investment in potentially
better products. The serial monopoly hypothesis claims that an innovator needs a period of monopoly
in order to recoup its investment in innovation.32 Strong IPRs are needed to attract investment in
innovation where there are network barriers to entry.

The model of serial monopoly with strong IPRs and little competition law interference has attractions,
as false positive errors are avoided. However, dominant companies can use lack of interoperability to
leverage their position and attempt strategic foreclosure. In the Browser War33 Microsoft leveraged its
position in operating systems to ensure OEMs preinstalled Internet Explorer in a prescribed manner.
Microsoft protected its share of the browser market, but a more significant effect was that by
damaging Netscape Navigator, which could run on several operating systems, Microsoft was able to
protect its position as the dominant supplier of operating systems. The pace of competition law meant
that judicial relief came too late for Netscape.

Incumbents who have essential IPRs may attempt to steer innovation and the evolution of
technologies, partly by innovating faster themselves (positive effects) but also by attempting to thwart
innovation by potential competitors who may challenge their dominant position (negative effects).34

IPRs in interface information belonging to dominant companies can be used to *IIC 434 prevent the
emergence of superior technology which is not compliant with the de facto industry standard. This
allows the dominant company to ratchet up its IPR protection.

The benefit of IPRs is that the owner can exclude others from using the protected subject-matter, but
this exclusivity is not an exemption from competition. It is only an instrument that compels the
proprietor's competitors to compete by substitution as opposed to imitation.

VI. Interoperability and Innovation

Interface information enables software to interoperate with other suppliers' software and platforms. It
appears that there is no clear empirical evidence of a link between interoperability, competition and
innovation, although intuitively it would seem that interoperability would create an expansion in use,
enabling competition and encouraging innovation.35 The innovations thus stimulated would be more
likely to be of the “follow on” type rather than “breakthroughs”.36 Studies have found anecdotal
evidence sufficient to support the claim of a link between interoperability and innovation.37 It is certain
that lack of interoperability causes expense and wastage. The National Institute of Standards &
Technology estimated that imperfect interoperability cost the US automotive supply chain at least $1
billion per year in 1999.38 Incompatibility between two versions of Dassault Systemes' CATIA 3D CAD
software resulted in a $6 billion loss for Airbus in the design, and delayed the delivery of the A380.

Consumers as well as industrial users may be affected by interoperability issues. Once consumers
have bought a platform or software they may be unable to move their data. They are “locked in”,39

and if they have not chosen the emergent de facto market standard they are faced with the additional
costs of changing to the market standard and may lose the use of their expensively acquired data.
This dilemma is apparent in the new market for e-readers. At least two of the e-readers are closed
systems. Users who *IIC 435 build up a library do not know whether they can transfer it to another
platform. A study commissioned by the Book Industry Study Group identified the number one
complaint among consumers about e-readers as “certain e-books [are] specific to certain e-readers”.40

The law has recognised the need for exemptions from IPRs to permit interfaces between objects in
more traditional industries. One early example is the “must fit” or “must match” exemption to the
design right features of a product. These features are ones which must be exactly reproduced in
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shape and size so that the product can be connected to another product, enabling either product to
perform its function.41 This means manufacturers may be prevented from stopping competitors from
making spare parts for their products. The Software Directive is a more recent manifestation of the
law trying to balance the needs of interoperability with those of IPR holders.

VII. Interfaces and Copyright

Although the Software Directive grants copyright protection to the expression in any form of a
computer program, “ideas and principles which underlie any element of a computer program,
including those which underlie its interface, are not protected.”42 This is stated “for the avoidance of
doubt” in the recitals and in the operative part of the Directive.43 The Directive also acknowledges that
the function of a computer program is to communicate and work with other components of a computer
system and with users.44 To achieve this interconnection and interaction it is required “to permit all
elements of software and hardware to work with other software and hardware and with users in all
the ways in which they are intended to function. The parts of the program which provide for such
interconnection and interaction are generally known as 'interfaces'.” 45 [emphasis added].

The functional interconnection and interaction is generally known as “interoperability” which is defined
as the “ability to exchange information and mutually to use the information which has been
exchanged”.46

Interfaces comprise not only the code that implements them but also the ideas, rules or principles in
the specification of the interface. The specification can be used by a programmer to create an
independent implementation *IIC 436 of the interface which uses different code. As the specification
amounts to ideas and principles it is not subject to copyright. The phrase “where the specification of
interfaces constitutes ideas and principles which underlie the program, those ideas and principles
are not copyrightable subject matter” appeared in the original proposal but was removed from the final
Directive. It was criticised for being so obvious that it would introduce the suggestion that this may not
always be so.47 It was also objected to by members of the software industry who claimed that
excluding specifications from copyright protection would facilitate “piracy”.48

We therefore have a scenario where at least some aspects of interfaces do not have copyright
protection, but even so the interfaces are not readable without reverse engineering.

Article 9(2) of TRIPS and Art. 2 of the WCT state that copyright protection shall extend to expressions
and not to “ideas, procedures, methods of operation or mathematical concepts as such”. Neither
domestic UK law nor the Software Directive expressly contain the exclusions that copyright does not
extend to “… procedure, method of operation, or mathematical concepts as such”. Nevertheless
domestic and European law must now be interpreted in conformity with TRIPS and Art. 2 of the WCT.
49

By contrast Sec. 102(b) of Title 17 of the United States Code was amended in 1980, in line with
TRIPS, to deny copyright protection to any “idea, procedure, process, system, method of operation,
concept, principle, or discovery.” 50 At the time the Software Directive was being debated and
introduced in Europe, the US case of Whelan v. Jaslow 51 gave a conservative interpretation that only
the purpose or function was the idea and everything else was the expression. This meant that
interfaces could be swept up in the broad concept of structure, sequence and organisation, as being
copyright protected. In 1992, after the Software Directive had been adopted in Europe, the US
position shifted. The case of Computer Associates v. Altai 52 applied “the
abstraction-filtration-comparison test” 53 and filtered out in the second stage those facets that are
dictated by external constraints, such as compatibility with other programs, as not copyright protected.
In the same year *IIC 437 reverse engineering was considered fair use, for if disassembly was per se
unfair this would give a de facto monopoly over the functional aspects.54 A monopoly over ideas or
function must satisfy the more stringent test imposed by patent law.55 This case is important not only
because it condoned reverse engineering but also because it described the interface information as
functional aspects.56

In Lotus v. Borland, 57 Lotus' menu command hierarchy, including macros, were considered to be
methods of operation and excluded from copyright protection under Sec. 102. Borland wanted to
emulate the Lotus software, not by copying the underlying code, but by copying the Lotus menu
command hierarchy such as the “copy” and “print” commands. These commands explained and
presented functional capabilities to the user and were the method by which the program was operated
and controlled. They were essential to operation and the court considered it was not necessary to
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determine whether they could have been designed differently. Compatibility strengthened the
argument that the menu command hierarchy was a “method of operation” as otherwise, in order to
use other software, the user would have to learn many different operating methods. The court found
this notion “absurd”.58 That there are different ways to operate computer programs, and different ways
to arrange hierarchically command terms, does not make the actual method chosen copyrightable. It
functions as a method of operating the computer and is uncopyrightable. “The “expressive” choices of
what to name the command terms and how to arrange them did not magically change the
uncopyrightable menu command hierarchy into copyrightable subject matter”.59

The US law has applied the methods of operation exclusion to some forms of interface. Thanks to
TRIPS and the WIPO Copyright Treaty, the methods of operation exclusion will now apply to
domestic and European law.

Against this backdrop there have now been a number of cases in Europe where software has been
consciously emulated so that the user interface bears similarities to existing software. These cases
have provided an interpretation of the copyright protection afforded to user interfaces by the
Software Directive.

*IIC 438 VIII. Navatatre

In Navataire Inc v. easyJet Airline Co Ltd., 60 Pumfrey J considered VT100 screens were literary in
character. However they were “ideas which underlie its interface” in the sense used in Art. 1(2) of the
Directive: “they provide the static framework for the display of the dynamic data which it is the task of
the software to produce”.61 By contrast graphical user interface (“GUI”) screens were artistic and
outside the scope of the Software Directive.

In Navataire the source code had not been copied and there was no reverse engineering, but the new
system was substantially indistinguishable from the original system in respect of its “user interface”. In
addition to the question of whether copyright subsisted in the interface Pumfrey J also considered
whether the copying of commands amounted to a substantial proportion, and whether copying the
“business logic” aka “non-textual copying”, or copying without access to the thing copied, directly or
indirectly, infringed the copyright in the source code. Pumfrey rejected the claims saying:

If it is the policy of the Software Directive to exclude both computer languages and the underlying
ideas of the interfaces from protection, then it should not be possible to circumvent these exclusions
by seeking to identify some overall function or functions that it is the sole purpose of the interface to
invoke and relying on those instead.62

IX. Bezpe#nostní

In the case of Bezpe#nostní softwarová asociace 63 the ECJ was asked to determine whether for the
purposes of Art. 1(2) of the Software Directive the phrase “the expression in any form of a computer
program”, includes the graphical user interface of the computer programme or part thereof.

Here again the interface in question is the graphical user interface (“GUI”) rather than a pure
software interface. The Advocate General said the question was whether the GUI “which is the
result, on screen, of a computer program constitutes an expression”64 [emphasis added]. The GUI is
not seen as part of the code but only as a result of the code. The GUI, also referred to as the “look
and feel” enables communication and interaction between the user and the program.

The ECJ considered that the GUI interface did not constitute a form of expression of a computer
program as the GUI does not enable the reproduc *IIC 439 tion of that computer program. It is only
one element which allows the user to use the features of the program. The ECJ referred to the
Advocate General's opinion that “the form of expression of a computer program must be protected
from the moment when its reproduction would engender the reproduction of the computer program
itself, thus enabling the computer to perform its task”.65 Copying the code, including into another
language, would cause the computer to perform its task. Presumably some forms of incomplete
copying would also come within the Advocate General's test, so the code does not have to be
reproduced exactly, provided the computer performs the task expected. The GUI would not however
enable the reproduction of the program.

In Bezpe#nostní the ECJ confirmed that aspects of certain interfaces, GUIs in particular, are not
expressions and are not copyright protected. The case does not directly address whether the code
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creating the interface is protected by copyright or not. It also does not consider other forms of
interface, namely data formats, protocols and APIs although it can be inferred from the Advocate
General's test that the idea/expression dichotomy will vary depending on the nature of the interface
involved.

X. SAS Institute Inc v. World Programming Ltd

The case of SAS Institute Inc v. World Programming Ltd 66 was referred to the ECJ on a number of
points and Advocate General Bot's decision was delivered on 29 November 2011.

The case illustrates the problems that lack of interoperability poses for users and competitors. SAS
Institute Inc (“SAS”) is a major supplier of sophisticated analysis software using its own SAS
language. Customers may have written thousands of application programs in the SAS language and
while “there are other suppliers of analytical software which compete with SAS Institute, a customer
who wanted to change over to another supplier's software would be faced with re-writing its existing
application programs in a different language”.67 Customers were locked-in to the SAS software and
had to continue to buy an annual licence. World Programming (“WPL”) sought to provide an
alternative, cheaper68 software to enable users who had programs written in the SAS language to
have a choice of software. WPL sought to emulate much of the functionality, to ensure the same
inputs would produce the same outputs, and to ensure customer's application programs ran in the
same manner on WPS and SAS components.

*IIC 440 WPL did not have access to the source code nor did it decompile the software.69 The
source code for the WPL software was mainly written using the SAS manuals and observing the
operation of a Learning Edition of the SAS software. The method WPL used to create the interface
was characterised by observation of the format of data files to enable WPL to write source code which
read and wrote data files in the same format.70 SAS claimed that WPL had infringed the copyright in
its manuals, and thereby indirectly the copyright in the programs, and breached the terms of the
licence of the Learning Edition of the SAS software. The facts are similar to Navitaire but involve
interfaces between the software and data files rather than the user interface.

Many provisions of the Software Directive, as transposed into English Law, were analysed by Arnold
J in the High Court decision. Aspects of the SAS software were considered to be a language or
aspects of functionality and therefore excluded from copyright protection71 .

Arnold J then considered whether interfaces are protected by copyright in a computer program. He
was faced with the situation where WPL had not reverse engineered the interface and at no time had
they been able to see and copy the source code. In these respects the facts were similar to Navitaire.
In SAS Institute the interface information had been obtained by examining the SAS System in
operation to work out enough of the format of the SAS7BDAT data file to write a new source code
which reads and writes data files in that format”.72 The element of the interface that was in question,
arguably, was akin to the ideas, rules or principles by which the interface was specified. Arnold J
recognised that methods of operation were also excluded from copyright.73

The original proposal for the Directive, referred to by counsel for WPL, clearly stated that these rules
or principles by which interfaces are specified are not copyright protected. If a specification is used to
write new code to achieve interoperability then that does not infringe copyright. But what of the code
that actually constitutes the interface? This is the expression, and would appear still to be copyright
protected. The original proposal says competitors are free to build on the identical idea (the
specification) but may not use the same expression as that of protected programs (the code). It also
proposes that similarities in the code which implemented the ideas, rules or principles due to the
inevitability of certain forms of expression, where *IIC 441 constraints of the interface are such that
different implementation is impossible, will not infringe copyright as the idea and expression are said
to merge.74

Arnold J, agreeing with Pumfrey J in Navitaire, concluded that interfaces were not protected by
copyright. He thought the legislative history supported this and the inclusion of reverse engineering in
the later version of the Directive was not counter to that interpretation. The purpose was to entitle
third parties to obtain information about interfaces in one or more ways. This he concluded meant
that once the information is obtained it was intended that “competitors would be free to copy the
interface anyway”.75

The question is: what constitutes copying the interface? If it is using the specification to produce new
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code, then that would equate to using the ideas and principles which underlie the interface. This is in
line with the wording of the Directive. Copying the code itself is something else. The only reference to
this is in the Directive's original proposal where it speaks of the form of expression being constrained
where the idea and expression may merge.76 The courts should however consider whether the
interfaces amount to methods of operation and are therefore exempted from protection.

Arnold J then considered what aspects of the SAS software amounted to an interface. The syntax of
the SAS Language was part of the programming language rather than an interface, but as such is still
unprotected by copyright. The SAS data file formats were considered “precisely the kind of
information which is required by third parties in order to access data stored in those formats for the
purposes of interoperability”77 and thus were interfaces. WPS could read and write files in the SAS
data file format but this did not amount to an infringement of the copyrights in the SAS components.
There is no evidence that WPS reproduced a substantial, or indeed any part of the SAS source code.
Instead they had examined the system in operation and worked out enough of the format of
SAS7BDAT data files to write their own code.

When Advocate General Bot referred to his own reasoning in Bezpe#nostní about what constitutes
expression, he said that the protection of a computer program is not confined to the literal elements,
to the source code and object code, but extends to any other element expressing the creativity of the
author.78 He acknowledged the impact of the WCT and that not only are ideas excluded from
copyright but also procedures, methods of operation and mathematical concepts.79 He then explained
that he considered the *IIC 442 functionalities and language of a computer program are not capable,
as such, of being protected by copyright. To determine whether copyright exists, account should be
taken not of the time and work or level of skill, but the degree of originality.80 He said that the
language is a functional element lacking any originality and drew a comparison with the language
used by the author of a novel. This does not stop code written in the language from copyright
protection as this would amount to the expression.81 It will be for the national courts to examine
whether reproducing functionalities has also reproduced “a substantial part” of the elements of
components “which are the expression of the intellectual creation of the author of those components”.
82 The opinion supported the distinction between ideas and expression in respect of functionality and
language.

The opinion is less helpful on the question directly concerning the program interface and whether
reading and writing files in the same format is making use of the interface's idea, principle, methods of
operation or its expression. Advocate General Bot rephrases the question to ask whether copyright
has been infringed by “deciphering” the format of the SAS data files to write a new source code.
Arguably deciphering the format can be done either by observation or by some form of translation.
Only if translation is involved does it amount to reverse engineering under the Directive. As stated
earlier, it was found as a matter of fact that reverse engineering did not take place. WPL had
observed the format files. They had not translated or altered SAS' code in the way that would amount
to reverse engineering, as described in Art. 4(b). The Advocate General's Opinion however focuses
on Art. 6 of the Directive which deals with reverse engineering. It says Art. 6 should be interpreted
strictly, decompilation should be an exceptional act, and the licensee will have to demonstrate the
“absolute necessity” of its actions.83 This language is even more restrictive than the language of the
Directive and may not help the cause of interoperability.

Arnold J stated that “ interfaces as described in recital [15] of the Software Directive are not
protected by the copyright in a computer program”. The Advocate General's opinion states that the
Directive “does not exclude interfaces from copyright protection”, merely the ideas and principles
underlying the interface. There may be less difference in these statements than meets the eye but the
position should be clarified. Interfaces are not per se outside the protection of copyright. Source code
and machine code interfaces may be copyright protected but there are certain aspects, such as
specifications and protocols which are not expressions but ideas and principles and thus not copyright
protected. Consideration should also be given by the ECJ, when deciding SAS Institute, as to whether
the data formats and other interfaces amount to a method of operation and are exempted from
protection.

*IIC 443 XI. Microsoft

Microsoft's European case occurred before the Bezpe#nostní ruling or the opinion in SAS Institute,
but it is now considered to illustrate the relationship between Art. 102 and the Software Directive and
how this may be influenced by the status of computer program interfaces. Unfortunately a definitive
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picture of the relationship cannot be drawn, as neither the Commission nor the General Court
determined what IPRs existed in the information Microsoft was ordered to disclose. They said they did
not need to, as Microsoft had abused its dominant position and met the exceptional circumstances
test which justified the disclosure. The Court sidestepped the issue of whether the interface
information was copyright protected. While noting that the contested decision “does not take a
position as to whether Microsoft's [IPRs] are affected or not”84 it proceeded on the presumption that
the protocols in question, or the specifications of those protocols, are covered by IPRs. Compulsory
disclosure was justified by the abuse of a dominant position and the exceptional circumstances test
following the cases of Magill 85 and IMS Heath. 86

The decision in Microsoft has been criticised for being a false positive, penalising success in the
absence of abuse, which will reduce incentives to innovate and dynamic competition.87 There are also
claims that the “exceptional circumstances” test was distorted by the interpretation of the
“indispensability” requirement88 and the expansions of the new product test in a secondary market to
technical development.89 These issues have been debated elsewhere and only certain aspects
relating directly to the interface will be considered.

Microsoft claimed the interfaces were protected by patents, copyright and trade secrets. However the
Commission said the considerations associated with patent protection did not justify the refusal,
indeed Microsoft took *IIC 444 some time to even identify a single patent.90 The Commission was
also not impressed with the trade secret argument as the protection afforded to trade secrets can be
more limited than copyright or patent protections, and they exist as a result of a unilateral business
decision dependant on its facts and the interests at stake. Here the value of the secret was not its
innovative nature but the fact that it belonged to a dominant undertaking.91 Also, subject to certain
conditions, reverse engineering can legitimately disclose information for the purpose of
interoperability, and this would defeat any attempt to protect interface information as trade secrets.92

When considering the question of copyright the Commission commented that while specifications
may be copyrighted their implementation is not necessarily a copy but may result in new work. The
order in Microsoft was for the disclosure of “complete and accurate specifications for the protocols”.
The use of the term “specifications” did not require Microsoft to disclose how it implemented the
specifications in the source code. The term “protocol” related to “the rules of interconnection and
interaction”.93 The wording of the order resembles the wording in recital 10 of the Software Directive
defining interfaces as parts which provide “interconnection and interaction” to enable software to
work “in all the ways they are intended to function”.94 Presumably an objective test would be applied
to this later phrase but the meaning of the phrases has not been established, although in Microsoft
two-way operability was required.

Microsoft argued that the information disclosed went further than was necessary for interoperability.
The information would allow for “plug-replaceablity”, “cloning” and argued that “the replication of the
Global Catalog features of the Active Directory do not bear on interoperability”.95 The Commission
refuted these arguments and set out details of why Microsoft's “one-way” interpretation of
interoperability was incorrect.96 The Court considered Microsoft had not cast doubt on these
assertions.97 It considered the concept of interoperability adopted in the order namely “the capacity for
them to exchange information and to use that information mutually in order to allow each of those
software products to function in all the ways envisaged” as consistent with the Software Directive.98

Nevertheless Art. 82 (now Art. 102) was considered to rank higher than the Directive, and the level of
interoperability ordered was necessary to enable competitors to *IIC 445 remain viable on the
market.99 Microsoft's assertions that aspects of the information to be disclosed did not relate to
interoperability and could amount to cloning were rejected. The ECJ dealt with many points including
that Microsoft would not be required to disclose the source code and only give a general description
of the algorithms, leaving it to its competitors to develop their own implementation of it.100

On the face of it the information Microsoft was ordered to disclose: “Complete and accurate
specifications for the protocols”, was interface information for interoperability and hence not copyright
protected.101 The main problem was that the information arguably went beyond interoperability into
the “internal make up of Windows server operating systems” 102 which Microsoft claimed could
compromise the internal integrity and security of the system. The argument was not accepted by the
Commission and it is debatable whether a dominant undertaking should be entitled to cite security
risks to justify non-disclosure of information when that is dependent on its own architectural design
decisions.103 Another issue was the requirement to provide an algorithms' “general description” which
can amount to a most valuable but unprotected aspect of software104 demonstrating the misfit of
copyright protection for software.105
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It has been pointed out that the only example of reduced interoperability present at the trial was that
some users needed to log-on twice and that the fines and extra work imposed on Microsoft seem
disproportionate.106 On the other hand factors relevant to the abuse were that Microsoft had formerly
disclosed interface information to enter, catch up and then dominate the market, before introducing
new software, Windows 2000, and not disclosing equivalent information. The new software was built
on industry standard access protocols and open source software, LDAP and Kerbos, that was not
developed by Microsoft, but to which Microsoft had added private *IIC 446 unilateral extensions.107

Microsoft's behaviour in that period appeared to be intended to protect and exploit its dominant
position108 in the PC operating systems market, whether from Netscape and Java or other competing
platforms such as a rival server operating system.109

XII. Merger Cases

In recent merger cases the Commission appears to have accepted the position that a lack of
interoperability has an adverse affect on competition, particularly in network markets.110 In the
decision on Cisco's acquisition of Tandberg,111 the lack of interoperability was seen as a barrier to
entry to the market for high-end video conferencing systems. The question in that merger was
whether the market would impose interoperability or whether intervention was required. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, the competitors favoured intervention. End customers, distributors and industry
analysts however thought that the market would impose interoperability and that a standard would
develop.112 The market investigation revealed that network effects meant there was a strong case for
interoperability. It confirmed that interoperability was the way forward for the industry, but the merged
entity could have an increased incentive to strategically restrict interoperability with new entrants or
less important competitors.113 Cisco was required to divest the copyright and management of its TIP
protocol to an industry body before the merger was approved.114

The acquisition of the security software vendor McAfee by Intel raised concerns as competing
security software vendors would continue to need good interface information post-merger,
information which is essential to *IIC 447 ensure that their software was not disadvantaged with
regard to performance and power consumption, as that would significantly increase workload on the
CPU and affect performance of the computer.115 There was concern that after the acquisition Intel
would lose the incentive to disclose information to competing security software vendors and this
would foreclose the market. Given Intel's large market share, customers would not be in a position to
exert pressure on Intel to restore interoperability and reverse engineering was not “commercially
viable or technically feasible.”116 This would have a significant adverse effect on the market, acting as
a technical tie and foreclosing the market. Intel committed to give equal access to “Instruction,
Interoperability and Optimization” information.117 It is interesting that the Commission co-operated
closely with the U.S. Federal Trade Commission throughout the review.118

XIII. Encouraging Interoperability - Concluding Remarks

The willingness to intervene to promote interoperability in Microsoft and more recent merger cases
indicates that the Commission has been convinced by the competitive virtues of interoperability.
Arguably, the outcome of Microsoft has strengthened the Commission's bargaining position in
negotiations intended to maintain interoperability post merger. It will be interesting to see how the
Commission and the European courts approach the next case brought under Art. 102 claiming that a
lack of interoperability is harming competition. When it comes to organic growth will they look
favourably on interoperability to encourage follow on innovation, or will they adopt the position that the
new economy is a special case, and fares better from less intervention, thus allowing breakthrough
innovation? If the Commission does look favourably on interoperability to promote competition and
innovation it is hoped that the ECJ will share the positive view of interoperability and give a ruling in
the SAS Institute case that will provide both certainty on the status of interfaces, and promote
reverse engineering. A clear ruling on the status of interfaces would help to promote interoperability
as part of the IPR regime, rather than relying on Art. 102 cases that only apply to dominant
companies.

*IIC 448 Unfortunately, we do not know with certainty the extent to which IPRs were included in the
information Microsoft was ordered to disclose. The General Court did not determine the issue and the
extent of copyright in interfaces is also uncertain. It is arguable that the cases which developed the
exceptional circumstances test, namely Magill, IMS Health and Microsoft, all concerned the attempt
by the dominant entity to exceed the scope that the IPR regime was intended to protect.119 Relatively
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weak IPRs allowed the use of a dominant position to leverage the position on, or block, a secondary
market. In Magill the IPR was considered to be a subspecies of copyright, blocking the information
rather than the expression. In IMS Health the copyrights were combined with a dominant industry
standard which excluded competition. In Microsoft the level of IPR protection is unclear and some of
Microsoft's IPRs may have originated from the public domain.120

The Software Directive permits black box analysis and reverse engineering, but it does not require
suppliers to disclose interface information in any form. However, following Microsoft, once a supplier
becomes dominant it may have to compile and disclose such information. We are faced with two
levels of interoperability, in which the level of interoperability that can be required of dominant
companies will be at a higher level than for other suppliers. This may be justified given the impact of
network effects, but the very existence of the remedy implies that the interface information available
under the Software Directive is inadequate for interoperability.121 There will continue to be
prospective suppliers unable to achieve interoperability for their software, and users locked in to
incumbent suppliers. SAS Institute is only the tip of the iceberg. It could be argued that the cumulative
effect of this does not affect the market and is inappropriate for a remedy under competition law, but it
is a serious problem for the user and a cost to the economy and should be addressed as part of the
IPR regime.

In Microsoft the court considered that competitors would not want to replicate exactly the same
work-group server operating systems as Microsoft, but to offer something innovative and different.
This supports the requirement under the “essential facilities test” for a secondary market with a new
product or an advance in technical development. By contrast in Navitaire and SAS Institute the aim
was to produce software with the same “look and feel”, to help users swap to the new supplier. It is
ironic that a competitor has to establish a new product or technological advance to interoperate with a
dominant company but can emulate the software of any other competitor.

*IIC 449 The aim of literary copyright is to protect creativity rather than functionality, whereas the
value of computer programs lies in their functionality and their algorithms, and not the more prosaic
code used to achieve that functionality. There is a fundamental mismatch, and suppliers turn to
protecting their interface information because of the lack of protection for parts of the program which
truly merit protection.122 This is exacerbated by the fact this is one of the rare occurrences when an
IPR is not disclosed. Whatever the copyright status of the interface, the situation remains that the
user cannot readily see the rules and codes of the software. Disclosure is the price usually paid for
IPRs, but here there is no such requirement and this hampers competition by substitution or follow on
technology. Network effects are reinforced as the boundaries of the network are established by poor
interface information causing a lack of interoperability. The market has to rely on breakthrough
technology, which, as seen in Microsoft, has to contend with sophisticated behaviour to protect
interfaces.

Steps that could improve the situation, short of introducing a sui generis form of protection and
exceptions, include a ruling by the ECJ in SAS Institute that clarifies the status of interfaces to give
more certainty to the software industry. It would be incongruous for the ECJ to interpret the exception
for interfaces restrictively under the Software Directive, while the Commission is encouraging
interoperability through competition and merger decisions. The second step would be a change to the
Software Directive to allow for the dissemination of interface information obtained by reverse
engineering. At the moment the Directive prevents the disclosure of any interoperability information
obtained by reverse engineering,123 and this forces each supplier to repeat the painstaking
decompilation for itself. Lifting this restriction would remove duplication of effort and allow firms to
specialise in providing interoperability information to other vendors, or innovating in the knowledge
that an interface is available.124 This would create a market for interface information which could
encourage, but not oblige, suppliers to make their own interface information available to ensure its
quality, and could also bolster the use of standard interfaces. This market response will no doubt be
resisted by many in the software industry with the same vehemence displayed when the Software
Directive was introduced. Comparisons may be drawn with open source software where licence fees
are lower, although their source code and not just interface information is available.

*IIC 450 XIV. Conclusion

There is concern that compulsory licensing of IPR even in “exceptional circumstances” reduces the
incentive to innovate. Arguably, in the main three cases of Magill, IMS Health and Microsoft, the
disclosure concerned a weak IPR. When this is combined with the competitive and innovative benefits
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that are thought to flow from interoperability, it must cast a new light on the merits of the Microsoft
case. The “exceptional circumstances” test is not however a good remedy for failure to disclose
interoperability information. It is ex-post, complex and does not apply to most suppliers.

The Software Directive allows for black box analysis and reverse engineering, but the effectiveness
of these exceptions is limited by the complex nature of the software and the ability to alter interfaces
with upgrades. Copyright is not a good fit for software, and suppliers feel their valuable core areas
are vulnerable, and compensate by attempting to overprotect interfaces.

The Advocate General in SAS Institute considered the dichotomy between ideas and expression of
functionality and language, but not in respect of interfaces. It will be interesting to see what the ECJ
says about interfaces and whether it will follow the Advocate General's comments on Art. 6, or
consider interfaces more generally. Meanwhile, while some incumbent software suppliers voluntarily
disclose interface information in proprietary software in response to commercial pressures, the lack
of interoperability remains a cost to the economy and a burden on users. The ECJ has an opportunity
to clarify the status of interfaces but a good resolution of the situation may still require amendment of
the Software Directive.
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